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Everyday ways to help others:



Want to stay in the know about 
upcoming community events with the 

Positive Difference Organization?  
Scan the QR code on the right to Join 

our digital newsletter.

ThePositiveDifference.com

The Positive Difference Organization started in 2021 as 
a birthday fundraiser to set an example as a way to use 
our birthdays to make a positive difference. The huge 
support and outcome of the first event inspired Nikki 
McFarling to turn her passion into an official 501(c)3 

nonprofit and it is now registered in the state of Florida 
as Birthday Fundraiser Inc while having a DBA Positive 

Difference Organization.

Who I am 
matters, 

What I do 
matters

Mission Statement:  
To inspire today’s youth to make a positive difference in the 

world around them. 
Nonprofit Activities:  

Provide motivational speaking to youth organizations on ways 
they can use their skills, talents & abilities to help others. Teach 

the importance of how one person doing a small act of kindness 
could make a huge impact on others. Two free community 

events are produced every year as examples of putting 
positivity out into the world.

Today you participated in a motivational engagement event where you 
learned about how you can use your skills, talents & abilities to help 

others. You received a motivational magnet as a reminder to stay positive 
and that you make a positive difference everyday. You also received an 

Emergency Positivity Card. The scratch off card has a secret positive 
message that can be revealed when you feel like you need that little extra 

positivity in your own life. Ways to help others was discussed and an 
activity was played were everyone wrote down something positive on a 

sticky note then was shared with the group. 
At the end, anyone could take a sticky note with them to be able to 

remember what was discussed. This activity allowed everyone to give 
something positive and leave with something positive. A focus of the 

event was on how everyone has different hobbies & skills and ways to use 
individual interests to help others. There are hundreds of organizations 

needing your type of skills & abilities. Volunteers are always welcome to 
assist at The Positive Difference Organization’s free community events.

Birthday Fundraiser 
Inc. is an approved 
501(c)3 verified 
nonprofit with  

PayPal & Venmo.


